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SPEAKING, WRITING, AND THE ARTS OF INQUIRY 

by Donald K. Smith 9 
University of Minnesota 

I. 

Let me assume that on some happy day, about two decades 

hence, there will be an official announc:~ment from the U.S. 

office of Education that English teachers have now solved all of 

the problems with English composition which plagued them in the 

dark days of the 1960's. I have set the date for this announce

ment safely after the time when, if I am persisting mortally, I 

shall have been forced into retirement. No prudent prophet 

ever chooses a day of reckoning for which he _might be held 

accountable. But on this happy day of the announcement. April 1, 

1987, we will have discovered the schedules by which all reason

ably endowed American children may learn how to speak and write 

at least one dialect enjoying the cosmetic rewards of widespread 

public reputability. They may learn also how to organize a 

speech or essay so that it resembles an act of reason rather 

than a symbolic happening, how to be reasonably clear about 

commonplace matters when it suits their best interests to be 

clear, and even how to avoid some of the best tested devices 

of tedium, such as that produced by the wedding of prolixity and 

vaporous abstraction, or the conjoining of venerable cliches 

with adolescent passion. Possibly they will also have a tested 

path to learning the difference between a Chomsky and a White 

Crested Nut<?racker, and between the Tempest and Hurricane Emma. 

But I am wandering. On this happy April day, 1987, USOE will 

proudly observe that Robert Hutchins' 6 "R's", remedial readin, 

remedial ri tin, and remedial ri thmetic have returned to the 

holy estate .of the original trinity. But what will follow? 

Will there be universal rejoicing followed by quickly organized 

May day dances devoted to welcoming the arrival of an American 

golden age? Or will there be some dour Cassandras lurking in 

the wings, angry young English and speech teachers lamenting 

the complacency of their elders, bewailing the smugness which 

equates homogenized linguistic propriety with educational suc

cess• and crying out for an attack on the real tasks of English 

education? As you may guess, I am suggesting the greater proba

bility that the latter condition will occur. 

II. 

I am in no way implying that the .problems which preoccupy us 

in 1967 should not bt. thought important. or that their solution 

will not test both our ingenuity and wisdom. But I would ask 

that you join me in looking beyond 1:he trials of 1967, and in 

looking for some additional issues and tasks which may properly 



claim our attention. And of the many issues which might well 
face us in any such "looking ahead," let me raise only one for 
public scrutiny here - the issue of whether or not those of us 
who teach speaking and writing have considered as seriously as 
we should the fact that language.is not simply an instrument 
for communication and expression, but is also, and perhaps most 
importantly, a modality of inquiry, of search, and of discovery. 

III. 

I have been brought to this question by some reflections 
about the dual functions of education which were stimulated by 
certain observations made by Sir Eric Ashby, Master .of Clare 
College, Cambridge, and by some further reflections about the 
way in which the teaching of speaking and writing relates to 
these functions. Sir Eric, in a seminar at the University of 
Minnesota last summer, made the almost offhand comment that 
educational institutions had only two things to teach: the first 

• • • t an orthodoxy, or body of traditional wisdom accumulated and 
organized by the various academic disciplines and professions;· 
the second, an art of dissent, or the effective method of ques
tioning traditioo, and transforming or recreating .it. In these 
two terms, orthodoxy and dissent, he captured the ancient dia
lectic between tradition and innovation, between man's past and 
his future, between that which seeins to be known• and that 
remaining to be discovered. 

For my own purposes, I should like to translate Sir Eric 
Ashby's twin terms into the labels "tradition" and "the art of 
inquiry." Thus I can relieve him of any responsibility for the 
uses I want to make of his formulation and at the same time 
divest myself of the topical shadows of Viet Nam and the Civil 
Rights movement, which tend to cluster around the term "dissent. 11 

The translation, however, blurs some of the muscular imagery of 
the original language. I think it useful to be reminded that 
behind the respectable academic conception of tradition lies all 
of the orthodoxies that ever gripped men's fancies, and all of 
the history of their perishability. And behind the equally 
pleasant notion of an art of inquiry stands the often angry and 
unpleasant face of dissent; for what is the final purpose of 
inquiry but that of challenging, or transforming some orthodoxy? 

Let me ask then• that at least for rrq pr-esent purpose 
you join with me in the assumption that the terms "tradition" 
and "inquiry" provide an apt synopsis of the master dialectic 
which should be fed by our educational system. And let me move 
quickly to a possible use of this construct in examining the 
status and perplexities of our current efforts in teaching the 
arts of speaking and writing. 

I think it to be the case, although not unequivocally so, 
that the major thrust of contemporary instruction in the arts of 
speaking and writing is one serving almost wholly the claims of 
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adition or traditional wisdom. Those of us who teach these 
tr ' • • d t f arts see ourselves for the most part as equipp 7ng ~tu ens_ or 
the practical business of acquiring and communicating.received 

J.·sdom of managing the dialect and the forms of public communir w , . . . 
ation in ways likely to be acceptable to society as it i~ now 

~rganized, likely to serve the individual by in~reasing his 
reputation and mobility within contempo:a:y soci~l str~cture~ 
and likely to serve to increase the efficiency with which this 
social structure maintains itself and gets its work done. We 
teach largely a rhetoric of management, how to act prudently 
and effectively in the context of things as they are. A~-s?me 
expense of spirit we offer students the lure of membership in 
the community sanctioned by their elders. We warn those ~ho 
drop out of the race to master traditional forms of the disas
trous economic and social consequences they will face -- much 
as we might warn a conscientious objector in warti'™: of the 
personal costs of isolation from the general community. And we 
seek arduously to sharpen our wisdom about the p~cesses ~flan
guage acquisition and the technology of language instruction so 
that we can be more efficient in imparting our traditional wis
dom and skill to all those who show minimal receptivity. Our 
rhetorical theory is traditional -- empirical wisdom derived 
for the most part from examining the practices which seem to 
work in the hands of speakers and writers who are thought to be 
both respectable and effective. Our artistic aspiration is the 
well-made essay, or the well-made speech. 

Our affiliations with tradition are in themselves tradi
tional. Rhetorical theory developed when western civilization 
was comfortably free from our contemporary perception of man 
and society as aspects of a continuing evolutionary process. In 
the classical or medieval world, knowledge could be thought of 
as existing outside the processes of language. Aristotle de
fended rhetoric as the art by which men who had knowledge could 
persuade those less favored to think and act aright, and_as the 
art needed for defense against false accusation. Augustine saw 
it as the skill needed to make transcendent truth immanent for 
those who might otherwise remain untouched by wisdom . And 
ironically enough, the emergence of modem science, which chal
lenged much of traditional wisdom, did little to interrupt the 
view of rhetoric as an instrument of tradition. Francis Bacon, 
who celebrated the revolutionary implications of scientific 
inquiry for transforming the substance and structure of know
ledge treated rhetoric primarily as the intellectual art he 
named "tradition," and pointed to two kinds. of invention: 
rhetorical invention which was simply an art of recall, a 
methodical search of the memory for available arguments; and 
scientific invention which was genuinely creative. 

I think it interesting, although somewhat peripheral to my 
immediate purpose, to observe the extent to which the. Baconian 
identification of the arts of inquiry and discovery with the 
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realm of science doTTJ_inates contemoorary thinkincr about th t f & • . . • . ,. e struc 
ure o ~ormal eaucation. We continue to see science and t h -

nology as wieldini,; the sword of in1uirv and innovation wh· lec -
• • • . . , i e the 
numanities, including rhetoric, generally tend to the hou 
t d. t. A d • f h • • - se of :a i io~. n i t e s~o:a tnreatens us with its uninhibited 
dislocations of our traditional world we tend to call out dd 
enough, not for reciprocal creative energy in the humaniti~eo ly 
b t -F "' s, u .. or greater devotion to tradition. Our imolicit equati f 

a balanced education is a oound of Shakespeare- for eve.,,,, p ond_or l . . -J oun of 
mo ec1;11ar bi?logy; the re~overy of a medieval text for every 
experiment aimed at cracki,1g the genetic code; a thrust for good 
usage the counter for every space launching. • 

But_ I don't :hink. thos 7 of us who teach speaking and writin 
are entirely comrortaole with our full time enlistment in th g 
service of tradition. For one thing, the traditions of soci:l 
structure and institutional organization which once provided a 
sedate b~ckdrop for the t:aditions of public discourse are now 
clearly ~n a state of rapid and accelerating change. The reach 
~ro~ Peri~les to Lyndon Johnson is more complicated than an 
incident in the decline and fall of western civilization• the 
~ulf_needs not~~g between Edmund Burke and Stokely Carmi~hael or 
Aartin Luther Ki.ng, or between Jonathan Swift and Art Buchwald. 
We must face those uneasy moments wh_en we wonder about our 
a~f 7ction for the homogenized culture which might be served by 
citizens all of whom spelled all common words in the same prop 
way; all of whom stopped inventing new words when old words er 
woul~ do as well, or stopped inventing new referents for old words 
or withdrew from the game of creating jargon. And we must ask• ' 
~hen w7 have taught the traditional theory and skills of rhetor
ical discourse, have we really taught our students all they need 
t? k~ow about t~e arts of language to cope with a world in transi
~ion • Is not discourse more than an instrument of tradition? Is 
it not also~ art of inqu~ry, an art which must participate in 
the work of discovery, of innovation, of transformation which is 
so clearly.the work of ?ur century? ls not the locus of discovery 
as appropri~te.ly ~ound in. the making of a poem or play, the• con
duct of a discussion or dialogue, as in a .laboratory? 

Be~o~ p~uing the sense j.n which instruction in speaking 
and writing UU.-ght serve to strengthen an art of inquiry, let' me 
try to emphasize that there are certain inferences which could be 
drawn from my comments which I don't want to be drawn. 

. . I am not t~ing to say that our current work in teaching tra
ditional :het?ric~l theo~, or the traditional skills of writing 
and s~eakin~ is either mumportant or of dwindling importance. 
Th: dialecti? of tra~iti~n and incptlry which should some day 
animate our instruction in rhetoric will not be improved by neg
lect of tradition. And I think it curI'elltly the case that the 
m?st 1;1rgent immediate task facing teachers of English composi
tion is that of recovering a firm understanding of the tradi
tions of rhetorical theory, and of the full set of instructional 
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practices which flow from that tradition. But at this time, as 
you wil~ ~call, I am trying to pass beyond current priorities and 

perplexities. 

Nor do I want to suggest that I am in any way ·producing yet 
another animadversion against the menace of the fruits of llllinhib
ted scientific and technological inquiry. The "black arts" of 
science and technology are as fully the product of human poten
tiality as any poem, play, essay or speech. They can with skill 
and imagination be brought to bear on the problem of understand
ing language, conceived as a natural phenomenon, with as much 
force as they have been brought to bear on pursuit of the elusive 
structure of matter. They will not cease, at least in· any future 
you and I can imagine, their effort to·extend man's power over 
nature. And if the fruits of obsessive scientific inquiry seem 
menacing to man, the balancing response is less likely to be 
found simply in the traditional wisdom of the humanities than in 
an effort to discover and vitalize the kind of inquiry uniquely 
appropriate to humanistic wisdom. 

Having set aside some positions I don I t want to seem to sup
port, let me .restate the question I do want to pursue. In what 
sense can we think of everyday speaking and writing, the discourse 
of the family, the marketplace, and the forum, as a modality of 
inquiry? In what sense can we ask students to apprehend a rhe
torical theory and to seek rhetorical skills, not only as a way of 
supporting the traditional ways of their society, but also as a 
way of discovery, of creative innovation? 

IV, 

My temptation is to seek an answer to this question by invok
ing a kind of peculiarly modern philosophic analysis which seems 
to me to bear on the answer. But let me defer this impulse and 
seek first the answer which might be supplied by our students. 

In the last few years I have been trying to listen carefully 
to statements made by some of the brightest and most demanding of 
the freshmen who come to the University of Minnesota as they try 
to articulate what it is they are seeking from their education. 
Much of what they ask for we think we know how to provide, but I 
seem to hear one or two recurrent notes of expectation, which I 
doul:tless distort and amplify somewhat, for which we have small 
response. Our students are saying, or seem to me to be saying, 
that they want possession of an art of discovering more honest, 
more meaningful, more satisfying relationships with other human 
beings. They want to know how to escape from the masks of con
cealment, suspicion, and hostility which infect their engagements 
with elders and peers. They want to know how to discover what it 
is that lies between man and man, the truth which is not the 
possession of one or the other, which does not exist at all prior 
to an actual engagement, which is created in the act of engagement, 
which is experienced rather than objectified, and which under-lies 
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all sense of community among l!len. They want, in short, not sim

ply the skill of managing their speaking and writiri~ in ways 

which will be reoutable and traditionally efficient, but a skill 

in discovering the symbols that mark their common· humanity with 

others, or in discovering the symbols that mark the gulf s~pa

rating them from others, or in discovering the symbols that 

define the way in which men separated by such gulfs can still 

treat each other. as human beings, and not as threatening• objects. 

Some of the students I hear go beyond this search for an art 

of personal engagement into the possibilities of human organiza-

.,, tion. They have a politician's eye for the importance of social 

organizations as the agencies through which larger communities of 

interest and ouroose are consummated, and through which such 

communities a:re given a life and force greater than that possible 

to particular moments of understanding. They want, although 

they seldom state it this way, an art of modifying, or transform

ing, or creating social institutions so that these institutions 

..-ill enrich the lives of their members rather than simply organ

izit,g and ordering their lives. They proclaim, with an excess 

of adolescent self-pity, their sense of powerlessness in the 

presence of a changing world whose economic, social, and politi

cal institutions often seem ill adapted to directing social 

change toward humane ends. 

Some of these students,- as you know, are beginning to act out 

their inquiries in strange, awkward, and often destructive ways. 

This is not so surprising if we reflect that we have given so 

little attention to teaching them how to use language to conduct 

inquiry into the truth that lies between men, or how to use 

language in the work of modifying, transforming or creating 

social institutions. If they proclaim their visions of a com

munity of love and expanding human consciousness by consigning 

everyone over 30 years of age to the seventh level of senescence; 

if they theorize with the naivete of a Prince Kropotkin caught 

between Freud and the atomic bomb; and if they invoke folk music, 

Hindu matras, erotic poetry, and hallucinogens to reinforce their 

search -- well, what is so surprising about the awkwardness of 

inquiries undertaken by the tmtaught and the self taught? Presi

dent Wilson, commenting in a recent speech on the unseemly noise 

levels achieved by relatively small numbers of student activists, 

suggested that those of us who profess for these students recall 

Job's cry, "teach me and I will hold my tongue." We might para

phrase this: "teach me an art of inquiry into the truths that 

.lie_ between men, an art of inquiry into the_ possibilities of 

human commtmity, and I will temper my inartistic and impulsive 

search." 

I cannot forego the deferred temptation to observe that the 

art of using discourse for purposes of inquiry; which I have pic

tured students as seeking, is one relevant to a genuine category 

of truth. This is of course a branch of the claim asserted by 

several generations of existentialist philosophers. both religous 
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and secular. It was put forward by lHetsche when he observed that 

it takes two to make a truth; by Kierkegaard when he pointed to the 

essential subjectivity of religious truth; and most explicitly and 

recently by Martin Buber who said that the category of the between, 

of that discoverable between man and man, and between man and God 

was. the proper object of the most significant inquiry modern man 

could undertake. At least insofar as his concern is with man and 

man, Buber's call is.for an art of inquiry conducted through dis

course. This generates his familiar concern with the ·~recess 

called "dialogue" -- a term which is at the mom~nt more fashionably 

evocative than productive of a clear sense of method. My point 

in tr,e:se brief references is largely to assure myself that (there 

is so:ae ·reality to the conception of discourse as an art of in

quiry, and that there are particular kinds of truth important to 

man, and not apprehendable through science which stand as the 

object of this mode of inquiry. Moreover, I am suggesting that 

the theoretical underpinnings of a discourse of inquiry are already 

substantial. 

Many of you would also be quick to observe that the questions 

of method or art in using discourse for purposes of discovery are 

also substantial. Since I am always tempted to believe that 

ancient rhetoricians really discovered most worthwhile truths, 

whether they knew it or not, I need to suggest that medieval and 

renaissance instruction in dialectic and disputation is a natural 

progenitor for the discourse of inquiry. But such a claim would 

be more than a little inconsistent with things I have already 

said, and might be untrue as well. Some of you may be equally 

tempted to suggest that the creation of a poem, or play is an art

ist's modality of discovery, and a significant aspect of the work 

of creating and transforming human values; that we have for a long 

time understood that the literary creations of our students could 

be important to their understanding of language as discovery -

especially if we don't load too many burdens of syntactical and 

semantic propriety on such acts. You may also want to observe 

the way in which a certain kind of study of literature classifies 

the sense in which l_anguage is an instrument of inquiry, and fos

ters this mode of thought for students. Such suggestions would 

be relevant to the gen~ral thesis I have been developing, but one 

step removed from my narrower question about the relationship of 

everyday discourse to inquiry. 

Closer to my immediate target would be current efforts to 

teach students about language and the communication process with 

reference to the three ordinary language problems. The first is 

the problem faced by two or more people who want to find symbols 

they can hold, or use in common as evocative of shared perceptions, 

experiences, or perspectives. The conduct of a dialogue which 

seeks this truth which may lie between man and man requires a 

shared understanding of the nature of language itself, of the ways 

in which words which seem to be held in common often mask funda

mental differences of meaning, and of the gestures which may lead 

to understanding rather than freezing men in rituals of verbal 
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;:.'.)stility. ;.ie stil.i .:.ive for tile most ~,.1rt .1n a.r. a.:::e :>f ·::r·dli

-::ional rhetoric in wnich, when a tneolo~;.ia., announces that "3od 

is dead," c.1 host ot peoµle must read tne phrase in TiITB magazine 

L'11."! pr-educe tnc furii,lUlc:iry _;iu.Llic .t't!S~ur1st::~; The~ ls 1:he denun

ciation -- "if .. ~od is dead, i-lr. f.lthizer, it is heretics like you 

who killed hi:;-,;" or, the dialectician's triumph -- "If God is 

dead then he must have lived, and since he is by definition 

immortal he cannot have died; therefore your conclusion is a self 

contradiction;" or the exercise in consequence -- "If you can say 

that, then you must also be saying that there is no such thing as 

evil. Then you are arguing for free love, Communism, nudism, 

drug addiction and hill billy music. 11 In the midst of such clamor 

we can scarcely discover the few who, understanding the elusive

ness of meaning, and interested in an art of discovery might ask, 

"Why did you say that, and what do you mean?" 

Second, there is the problem of two or more people who, having 

found a common language, have uncovered not simply the bonds of a 

common humanity, but also the symbols which mark the gulfs of 

temperament, values, or purposes which separate them. Such people 

have available the traditional rhetorical weapons for attacking, 

or exposing, or humiliating those who differ. But they h3ve need 

for an art of inquiry into the ways in which men who are separated 

can maintain mutual respect and discover a modus vivendi which 

supports this respect. Our traditional language habits tend to be 

ill adapted to this art of inquiry. A perceived conflict usually 

generates statements which intensify or escalate the conflict, 

"A" is quick to assert that "B's" different value is association 

with a certain crassness in "B's" character, or .with "B's" habit 

of reading the wrong journals, or with his perverse pride in the 

presence of overwhelming evidence and reason. The rejoinder in

vites "B" to lose any doubts he may have had about the wisdom of 

his original position. Thus we are led to the folk wisdom that 

intelligent people avoid discussion of religion or politics at 

social gatherings because differences of opinion lead not to 

increased wisdom, but to disgraceful verbal warfare and long term 

enmities. The art of converting conflict into an occasion for 

wisdom is assuredly a problem not only of human intent or motive, 

but also of verbal management -- the selection of statements which 

foster inquiry and discovery rather than hostility, 

Finally, there is the rhetorical problem of men who need to 

adjust organizational arrangements; the verbal labor of adjusting 

the definitions of an organization's assumptions, roles, and role 

expectations so that new tasks can be managed without abrading the 

sense of indentity felt by the organization's members, or without 

waiting for death or retirement to make possible a forgetting of 

the past. We have clearly entered a period of history in which 

organizations and institutions llRlSt seek constant renewal, but we 

bring to this period habits of treating organizations as relatively 

immutable entities which safeguard the wisdom of the past, and 

bring security to the members who find a defind role within the 

group. We need people who can perceive their membership in an 
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organization not as the achievement of a received position and sta

:us, but.as an o~lig~tion :o participate in an on-going inquiry 

into their organization, aimed at continuous modification of its 

assumptions, purposes, and internal arrangements. We, require the 

men and women who understand the way in which organizations are 

the. produ:t. of ~iscourse, and the available methods for seekin,g 

their modification or transformation. . J-

There is a body of theory about .i.anguage and the conduct of 

discourse already at hand which bears upon all of these problems: 

the theory and problems of meaning, of conflict indentification 

and resolution, of dialogue and discussion methods and of the 

relationship of institutional assumptions and role.definitions to 

communication foI'lll.5 and practices, But there is as yet little 

agreement a~ to what it is about lang_uage•. that we might teach 

students whi:h w~uld affect their behavior in.using discourse for 

purposes.of inqw.ry, or about what kinds of experiences with dis

course might foster the skills of inquiry or about who should 

teach this, and when, and by what routine;. 

In short, my look for the future turns out to be no more than 

this claim: that our students already ask for and need a kind of 

instruction in speaking and writing whose theory and art is ill 

served by traditional rhetoric; that the theoretical and informa

tional founda:ions fo: a rhetori: of inquiry are already at hand; 

and :hat the instructicoal practices aimed at nourishing the use 

of disc~urse for purposes of inquiry are already being explored. 

~t remai~s f~r those of us w~ose special_ responsibility includes 

instruction.in.the ~s of discourse to begin making decisions 

about what it is w7 nu.ght teach about discourse as inquiry, and 

when, and how we might teach these things. 

I think our exploration of this dimension of English instruc

t~on _ will be bo!h difficult and urgent. I have experienced the 

~ifficult~ at first hand. For oore than two decades I have sporad

ically tried to teach small groups of students how to be oore cre

ative in discovering and managing the barriers that' separate inen 

from one another, and how to be oore inventive in modifying or 

reconstructing social_ organizations. I am not certain that· I have 

helped very many of them. But .I am certain that I h·ave seen men 

and women who had su:h skil~; that there must be some understanding 

and a method underly~g their art, and that this understanding and 

method may be teachable. That the search for this method is ur

gent seems to me ·apparent. The -students we teach today will never 

knoi:1 th: com:orts of a society whose traditions endure through 

;heir.life time: TI_iey sens 7, and quite accurately, that the world 

in which they ll .. v7 is changing, whether they will it or not, and 

they seek possession of an art which will help them live with and 

shape that change. We owe them the response that professional 

teachers must always make .to those needing instruction 
..t.. ..,. '..... * .. • 

. Dr. Donald K: Smith i; a fir;fes.sor in the Department of Rhe-

t?ric • an? Associate Vice President of Academic Aff • Uni·ver.:. 
si ty of Minnesota. - - airs• 
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